, the instrument is represented as ready for introduction. The blades overlap each other, so that the cutting edge of the one is within and protected by the rounded back of the other, while the points being blunt, the blades in this relation form a probe and director for themselves. The jointed cross-bar at the extremity of the handles, controls the direction of the blades when separated by the approximation of the handles, and which again are steadied by the spring passing between them serving as a counterpoise; at a is a nut and screw by which the extent to which the blades can be separated is regulated. In figure 2 , the instrument is represented after introduction, when the blades are separated to an extent regulated by the screw a immediately previous to being withdrawn. The cutting edges are now exposed, and by grasping the handles firmly and withdrawing the instrument steadily, the suddenly diminished resistance proclaims the complete section of the uterine tissues, the compression of the handles being then relaxed, the blades return at once to their mutual shelter by the action of the spring between the handles, and the instrument can be safely removed from the vagina, the cutting edges being thoroughly protected. In figure 3 , the instrument is represented in profile. It 
